Role of RPA in Information
Technology Services Sector
In this cutthroat industry, the primary goal of every IT company today is to help clients deliver
highly tailored solutions that are time and cost efficient. This is why there is an increasing trend
of providing assistance in deployment of robotic process automation (RPA) systems.
For a multitude of crucial IT processes, functions, or tasks, IT services companies that implement
RPA have identified considerable gains in the following areas.
Improvement in Delivering Consistent Service Quality
With the right implementation, RPA has the capacity to improve service quality by up to 70
percent through reduction of human errors and automated follow ups to customers’ requests.
For instance, think about an event where a front desk service representative is accepting a call
from a client who is facing problems regarding an application. In a short time, RPA system can
retrieve the data about the client in relation to whether they have initiated a ticket, how many
times he has contacted the business and what progress has been made for solving his issue.
The convenience and efficiency enabled by the RPA system empowers the human employees to
be more proactive and get to the client profile without putting the client on hold. RPA is likewise
very efficient in terms of making client profiles by collecting required information such as email
and other personal data through an automated work process. Requests for password resets,
which are exceptionally repeatable can likewise be managed by an RPA system. In such
situations, RPA robots can considerably reduce the call time by expediting a variety of processes.
It doesn’t only save resources for the business but improves client’s satisfaction and retention.
Enhanced System Integration
Most of the RPA system interacts in the introduction layer, communicates with a variety of users
interfaces, and doesn’t need to be embedded into the code base, which means RPA systems can
be implemented in different frameworks including legacy ones without requiring a major update
in the construction of the current IT infrastructure.
For instance, RPA is exceptionally compelling where a business needs to handle IT different
situations of IT service management. A few clients don’t have fully integrated platforms globally,
and they depend on combination of software like Salesforce and ServiceNow; in such manner,
RPA is the most efficient approach to migrate tickets between different platforms toward the
backend and guarantee that processes are consistent across them without human intervention.
To stay away from IT issues, RPA items will in general be adaptable, extensible, and effectively

incorporated with different platforms and advancements going from BPMS, to CRM, ERP, and
Citrix applications.
Optimization of IT Productivity
Types of unattended, back-end RPA system enable IT assets to reassign their focus from trivial
tasks and processes to optimizing their profitability by concentrating on adding value to IT
services. Through periodic automated assessment of the capacity of a server, for instance, RPA
system can notify the IT department about the need for extra storage whenever necessary. This
means that your business only needs to hire costly administrators for the few situations when
human intervention is required.
RPA systems are likewise ready to imitate human exercises in app testing by completing a predefined set of instructions. As opposed to requiring IT staff to test applications, RPA system will
note whether such a test was fruitful and alert a human representative just when it experiences
ineffective occasions.

